Abstract: Phonotactic well-formedness judgments are usually gradient, the theoretical interpretation of which is controversial in the phonological literature. In this study we present experimental evidence from Slovak that speakers do have intuitions about unattested grammatical forms as well as attested marginal ones and these intuitions can be modeled fairly closely by gradient phonotactic learners like, for instance, the Hayes -Wilson Phonotactic Learner. Our results suggest that in gradient phonotactic judgments the knowledge of the relative probability of various combinations of natural classes plays a decisive role. We pay special attention to sonority reversal clusters in Slovak and claim that these sequences, although attested in the language, are on the verge of grammaticality and thus prone to change.
Introduction
Western Slavic languages, among them Slovak, are well known for allowing "exotic" consonant clusters word-initially that are absent in other Indo-European languages, and are rare cross-linguistically, like 1 S tkať, Cz tkáti, P tkać 'to weave' (OCS tżkǫ); S ktorý, Cz který, P który 'which' (OCS kżt-); S pstruh, Cz pstruh, P pstrąg 'trout' (OCS pžstrż 'checkered'); S lkať, Cz lkát, P łkać 'cry, mourn' (OCS lżk-); S ľnúť, Cz lnouti,
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ZSUZSANNA BÁRKÁNYI cally possible C 1 C 2 V combinations, 3 but he considers only four of them to be free: (i) fricative + stop; (ii) fricative + sonorant; (iii) stop + sonorant; (iv) /v/, /m/ + sonorant. We can say that Pauliny's 'free' onsets are unmarked in the sense that they are cross-linguistically frequent. Group (i) basically corresponds to word-initial sibilant + stop clusters which is the most common violation to sonority sequencing (see the next section). Groups (ii) and (iii) are typologically the most canonical branching onsets. v-initial clusters are discussed in connection with the role of morphology in section 2.3 and m-initial clusters are dealt with in more detail in 4.2.3. So we can say that although in a very implicit way, Pauliny gives a grammatical account of word-initial consonant clusters in Slovak, as he groups clusters into phonologically defined subtypes and their frequency in the lexicon is in close connection with the subtype they belong to.
The only work focusing on the syllable structure of Slovak in a generative framework is Rubach (1993) . Syllabification in Slovak according to him obeys universal principles like the Sonority Sequencing Generalization and language-specific principles like the Obstruent Sequencing Principle, which says that "with obstruents there is no requirement for sonority distance" (op.cit., 213). Syllabification for Rubach is cyclic and prefix boundaries block the application of the algorithm. Word-final consonants can be extrametrical, word-initial ones are attached to the syllable node by the Initial Adjunction rule (ibid., 239). This rule is ordered before the Liquid Syllabification rule; this is how in words like ľpieť 'stick to' the word-initial liquid escapes becoming syllabic. Another restriction he mentions is "not only identical but also near-identical consonants are not permitted to form onsets and codas. Thus no word may begin with *sš, *zž, *vf, or *gk" (ibid., 214). Rubach's analysis is not as permissive as Scheer's, but it largely overgenerates in the sense that it does not constrain the existence of many more different obstruent clusters. Rubach, obviously did not mean to explain gradual well-formedness judgments of Slovak onsets, and he did not want to capture the type frequency of existing onsets. We may assume, though, that the more complex machinery is needed for the generation of certain syllables the more marked they are. By applying the Initial Adjunction rule all liquid + obstruent onsets can be generated and the vast majority of such clusters should be considered accidental gaps in Rubach's analysis. In this study we do not aim to give a formal account of word-initial onset clusters in Slovak, rather we want to test native speakers' intuitions about typologically marked and unmarked clusters both of which are attested in Slovak and we claim that these intuitions can be fairly closely approximated by non-categorical grammatical models which apply features and natural classes.
Sonority reversal clusters
One of the most general cross-linguistic patterns of syllable phonotactics is the generalization that the segment highest on the sonority scale constitutes the syllable peak and all the other segments are organized around the nucleus in such a way that sonority increases towards the peak and decreases as we move away from it. This generalization is known in the literature as the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP), which was noticed as early as Sievers (1881) . More recently, many attempts have been made to formalize it-e.g., Hooper (1976) ; Kiparsky (1979) ; Steriade (1982) ; Selkirk (1982) ; Clements (1990) . Although the exact nature of sonority is still a controversial issue (see, for instance, Ohala 1990 ) and whether there is a single universal sonority scale or there are language-specific sonority hierarchies is also debated, it is unquestionable that the most common cross-linguistic generalizations of syllable phonotactics can be captured in terms of sonority.
The most common exceptions to sonority sequencing are word-initial s + C clusters ('s' stands for a sibilant fricative; this is Pauliny's group (i)). These clusters are generally regarded as unmarked in the phonological literature. Most analyses stipulate special syllabification rules or representations to allow for such clusters. Wright (2004, 35) reformulates the SSP as "a perceptually motivated and scalar constraint in which an optimal ordering of segments is one that maximises robustness of encoding of perceptual cues to the segmental makeup of the utterance". In this model s + C clusters are not exceptional any more since the internal cues in the frication noise of the sibilant are salient enough to identify it, and it is perceptually distant from the following C as long as it is not another fricative.
The cross-linguistic markedness of other sonority reversal clusters, and the fact that they are felt to be ill-formed, 4 sometimes even by speak-
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ZSUZSANNA BÁRKÁNYI ers of languages which marginally contain such clusters (as will be shown further on), remains unexplained by Wright (2004) as well. In this paper by 'sonority reversal clusters' we understand a word-initial sonorant followed by an obstruent, as well as sonority plateau clusters, sequences consisting of two sonorants. Scheer (2007) gives a detailed account of these conspicuous word-initial consonant clusters in Slavic where sonority decreases towards the nucleus. The situation within Slavic languages in this respect is scalar (op.cit., 5): Bulgarian, Macedonian, Slovenian and Bielorussian do not have any sonority reversal clusters; others have "almost none" (Upper Sorbian 4, Lower Sorbian 1, Kashubian 4); Slovak represents a midpoint with 'some'; 'quite some' is the label for Ukranian (12) and Russian (16) and 'a whole lot' for Polish (20) and Czech (28). 5 Scheer lists 8 such clusters for Slovak, the database we used, the Short Dictionary of the Slovak language (Kačala-Pisárčiková 1987) (ShDSL) contains only 6 (listed further below), the words msta 'vengeance' which is normally used as pomsta and mša 'mass' nowadays used as omša are not included in our corpus. This discrepancy probably does not have any bearing on the experiment we conducted and the conclusions we draw.
Scheer dispenses with the idea that the patterning of #RT clusters 'should be explained at all: the clusters and gaps are not enforced by grammar; rather, they are the result of lexical accident' (Scheer 2007, 8) , since all Slavic #RTs are rooted in the Common Slavic #R-yer-T sequences and are created by the loss of the yer. So in those Slavic languages which did not react against the new clusters arising in this way, we do not expect any co-occurrence restrictions between the two consonants. Scheer also says that on phonological grounds the frequent occurrence of #mT is much less expected than #nT which does not occur in any of these languages. He adds that on diachronic grounds this is also explained: in Common Slavic there were many #m-yer-T sequences, while there happened to be no #n-yer-T sequences, with a yer in weak position. Indeed it seems to be a synchronically unnatural phonotactic constraint since nasal homorganicity is cross-linguistically favoured over non-homorganic nasal + C clusters (this is phonetically motivated, see for instance, Blevins 2004 and the references therein). However, it has also been observed that languages disfavor homorganic consonants flanking very short vowels, set clusters might reflect universal markedness constraints with sonority reversal clusters being the most marked. 5 In Bosno-Serbo-Croatian all #RT-clusters are #rT-clusters, where the r is syllabic.
which Slavic yers in weak position surely were. Remember that Slovak generally disfavors near-identical consonants word-initially (section 2.1).
A counterexample are coronal clusters: tl-and dl-initial words are fairly well-attested in Slovak (there is one word beginning with tn-and three words start with the sequence dn-). In their sonority profile these clusters are the most unmarked branching onsets. Non-coronal clusters are limited by OCP-Place in Slovak, too. Furthermore, m is unquestionably more obstruent-like than n in Slovak (and in other languages as well)-we tackle this issue in section 4.2.3.
As it has been mentioned in section 1, Scheer concludes-and gives a CVCV phonology account of the conclusion-that there are and can be only two types of word-initial onset grammars: "TR-only" languages like English, where sonority increases in all word-initial clusters, and 'anything-goes' languages where all possible T and R combinations can occur, and the absence of any is a lexical accident. 6 He brings a strong argument from Russian. Russian freely borrowed form Caucasian, mostly Georgian, words with initial #RT clusters, which were absent in Russian.
Although there are not many such borrowings and they are all proper names, they are not altered and receive regular inflection. It is true that English is very unlikely to borrow such words and leave them unmodified. Does this necessarily mean that Russian could borrow any cluster? Do speakers think that these words are just as good as any other Russian words, or is it precisely their phonotactics that defines that they belong to a different group in the lexicon, that of 'proper names' or 'foreign names'? How exactly are they pronounced? Although we will not answer these questions regarding Russian, we will look at what Slovak grammarians think of these clusters and will also discuss what the results of our experiment suggest regarding the status of sonority reversal clusters in Slovak. Pauliny claims that in two-member consonant sequences the first consonant cannot be n, [ñ], l, [H], r, j, [c] and [é] , but he does not discuss words like ľstivý 'false', ľpieť 'stick to', etc. in any detail, only says that they are 'not of native origin ' (1979, 195) . He touches upon one sonority reversal example when discussing three-member clusters: mdloba 'loss of consciousness' which he considers a loan from Czech. This observation 360 ZSUZSANNA BÁRKÁNYI is somewhat surprising since the word is documented on the territory of Slovakia throughout the centuries (in the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries as well) according to the Historical Dictionary of the Slovak Language (Blanár 2005) (HDSL). (We return to sonority reversal clusters in section 4.2.4.) This can be viewed as a claim referring to the marginality of these sequences. We can see that these highly marked sonority reversal clusters are felt to be marginal by grammarians, or else they need sophisticated extra machinery in a generative analysis to be accounted for. The opposing view is that since there is no reasonably economical way to characterize the set of attested clusters in Slovak (and Slavic in general), one has to allow everything. After giving a description of the corpus we used in the simulations presented in section 5 and as a point of reference, let us look at what native speakers' intuitions are about common, rare and absent word-initial consonant clusters in Slovak.
The corpus
The corpus we used as a point of comparison and as training data in the simulations presented in section 5 is based on ShDSL, which contains over 50,000 entries out of which we could use 29,907 onsets. There is ample phonological evidence (stress system, vowel lengthening, metrics) that a liquid trapped between two consonants in Slovak is syllabic, in traditional terms it means that it is the head of the syllable in question. In this study we decided to discard those consonant sequences which contained a syllabic liquid, so that the clusters under scrutiny are true onsets. This means that all the clusters included are followed by a vowel. The palatal and non-palatal lateral liquids are merged, and all appear as 'l'. 7 Our onset corpus contains both morphologically simple (vdova 'widow') and morphologically complex forms (v + behnúť 'to run in', in + run) as long as they are listed as lexical items in ShDSL. A shortcoming of the corpus is that it does not contain sequences which are created by a single-consonant preposition like k 'to', s 'with', z 'from', v 'in' followed by practically any other consonant or consonant cluster (except for an identical one, in those cases a vowel-final allomorph appears, e.g., ku Katke 'to Cathy'). So the onset sequence [kx] , for instance, does not appear in the training data in spite of the fact that this sequence is not rare in Slovak phonological words (k [x] ate 'to the hut', k [x]lapovi 'to the man', etc.).
Experiment
The goal of the present experiment was to find out whether certain existing and non-existing word-initial consonant clusters are well-formed in Slovak, or more precisely, how well-formed they are; in other words, to test the types of information that speakers use to generalize. The following 52 consonant clusters were tested: 
Method
Data collection occurred at two locations: 19 subjects took part in the experiment at the Komenský University in Bratislava (Western Slovakia) and 20 subjects participated from the University of Prešov (Eastern Slovakia). All of them were university students aged 18-23, they were all native speakers of Slovak coming from the area of data collection, i.e., Western and Eastern Slovakia, respectively. They were ignorant as to the purpose of the experiment, especially as the person collecting the data was a fluent but non-native speaker of Slovak. All the testing procedure occurred in Slovak. None of the participants reported any hearing or speaking impairment. Subjects were paid a modest sum for their participation.
Test words
Participants, obviously, cannot be asked to judge the well-formedness of isolated consonant clusters, they have to be presented with words. In this experiment the 52 tested onsets appeared with the following four endings: eva, i [S] a, obo and ek [i] . These are typical sounding, well-formed but not too frequent endings, all of them occur mostly in nouns (-Vbo in adverbs too) and none of them is a derivational suffix (they were chosen on the basis of the Inverse Dictionary of Slovak by Mistrík 1976). All tested onsets appeared with all four endings, which means that subjects were presented 208 test words (e.g., meva, miša, mobo, meky, pteva, ptyša, ptobo, pteky, 8 etc.) 
Mode of presentation
Stimuli were presented both visually and acoustically at the same time twice in the carrier sentence:
(2) meva To je meva.
'meva This is meva.'
Test sentences were read aloud by a trained male native speaker in his early forties, only clearly and correctly pronounced stimuli were used in the test. This means that none of the clusters were 'repaired' in the acoustic material by vowel insertion or cluster simplification or in any other way. The reason why stimuli were presented both visually and acoustically is as follows. If stimuli are presented only acoustically, informants might mishear the test word and rate a different cluster. This problem can be avoided if informants are asked to repeat test words, and only correctly repeated words are taken into account-see Albright-Hayes (2003) , for instance. If test words are presented only in writing, they might be misread, perceived with a more 'native-like' consonant cluster, or vowel insertion-so again speakers might rate a different cluster. Presenting stimuli both visually and acoustically at the same time makes it very unlikely that low-probability clusters are repaired perceptually, i.e., that participants misinterpret test words and make false judgments. Test words were presented in randomized lists. After hearing a test word twice, participants had to rate it on a scale of 1 to 7 with 1 being totally ill-formed and 7 being perfectly well-formed in Slovak. The following instructions were given (in Slovak):
The task awaiting you is the following: You will hear 208 invented words, each word twice, then you will have some time to rate the word from 1 to 7, whether these words sound good in Slovak. If you think that the word sounds perfectly fine, it could be a Slovak word, then mark 7. If you think that the word sounds horrible, it's absurd, it could never be a Slovak word, then mark 1. If you think that the word sounds a bit strange, but you can still imagine it as a Slovak word, then mark, for instance, 4. After the instructions three examples followed: roha (marked 7), lrgona (marked 1) and sčus (marked 5), and then came the test itself.
A reviewer raises the question whether test words could be interpreted as personal names since names frequently show other phonotactic restrictions than native words. We cannot exclude this possibility, and the possibility that test words were interpreted as brand names, for instance. Slovak names, however, usually contain unmarked, frequent onsets and speakers of Slovak are not used to encountering names with marked initial consonant clusters as most European languages have more restrictive word-initial onset phonotactics.
The fact that all test words had a perfectly well-formed Slovaksounding "ending" might bias our results towards the top of the scale. Coleman and Pierrehumbert (1997) found that the probability of the worst part of a word is not the best score of acceptability, that is to say, the frequency of well-formed parts may ameliorate the unacceptability of the worst part. On the other hand, most subjects cannot disregard the fact that these are invented, non-existent words in Slovak, and judge even the most typical sounding test word somewhat ill-formed. Keeping this in mind, we can claim that the hierarchy, the differences we obtain between the test words must be due to their onset clusters mainly, since the rest of the word is identical in all the cases and is repeated throughout the test which probably distracts speakers' attention from the ending.
Results and discussion
The very first question that arises is whether results obtained in Bratislava 9 and in Prešov can be treated together or we must count with a significant dialectal difference that does not allow pooling data collected at these two locations. We assumed that differences between Eastern and Western dialects do not influence phonotactic well-formedness judgments significantly. In order to check this, we performed an h 2 test 10 for each test word and each cluster, as well as a chi-square test of homogeneity 11 for each cluster. Results confirm our predictions: there are virtually no differences between the results obtained in Bratislava and those in Prešov, so from now on results always refers to experimental data obtained from 38 subjects disregarding the place of data collection.
In experiments targeting phonotactic well-formedness judgments the results obtained from subjects are generally pooled and simply the averages are taken (Albright-Hayes 2003 referred to in Albright 2009 Coleman-Pierrehumbert 1997; Frisch et al. 2000) , or raw ratings are scaled to the interval 0 to 1 (as in Bailey-Hahn 2001; Scholes 1966) . Standard deviation in these cases is concealed, so the average for a cluster which is rated solely at 3 or 4 by speakers might be 3.5, while we can get the same result for a cluster which is rated from 1 to 7. Another problem we see is that with only 20-30 speakers one extreme rating might significantly bias the average. In order to avoid the latter problem we could consider the median instead of the mean, but as the median is always an integer this would make it more difficult to set up a hierarchy between the clusters under scrutiny as we would get many clusters with the same 9 We had to discard one test due to some technical error, so we were left with 18 subjects from Bratislava. 10 The score for h 2 was 0.10-0.16 in 9 out of 208 test words, in the rest we got an even lower value, which means that location and rating are completely independent of each other. 11 In none of the 52 clusters did we get a significant difference between the results from the two locations.
median, while the mean lets us posit a finer hierarchy. Although keeping in mind the doubts mentioned, we will also use the mean in our computations, as customary, and return to the question of dispersion in the discussion part. We also checked whether endings influenced speakers' judgments significantly. Test words ending in -eva were ranked 5.2% above average, those ending in -ek[i] 4.5% above average, words ending in -i[S]a were ranked 1.8% below average and those ending in -obo were ranked 8% below average. An ANOVA on mean ratings with onset and ending as factors shows a significant interaction (p < .001). This is not surprising, though, since even if one particular item has a deviant rating it might yield a significant interaction. (Remember that we had 208 test words, 7904 answers). Therefore, we checked effect size as well, and as we expected, the effect of onset is huge (F (51, 7684) = 156.96, η 2 = 0.51, which is a large effect) relative to that of ending (F (3, 7684) = 40, η 2 = 0.015) and the interaction of onset and ending (F (153, 7684) = 3, 11, η 2 = 0.058 which does not even reach medium size effect). 12 A Kruskal-Wallis post hoc test revealed that the ratings of -eva and -ek[i] words did not differ significantly from each other, while the other two endings differed from each other as well as from -eva and -ek [i] . Results obtained from -eva and -ek [i] words only, however, do not differ in any meaningful way from those coming from all the test words. Therefore, results will refer to all the test words from now on.
Below we present the ratings in decreasing order. The first column contains the average ratings from 38 speakers of the 52 onsets tested on a 1-7 scale. The second column shows the averages of every single test word, the third column contains the type frequency of the onset cluster in ShDSL. These are the counts in the corpus of training data that was used for the simulations presented in section 5. The fourth column shows the scores assigned by the Hayes-Wilson Phonotactic Learner to the tested onsets and the fifth column contains the scores from the Generalized Neighborhood Model simulation. Note that the learners do not work on a 1 to 7 scale. The score assigned by HWPL range between 0-1 and those by GNM between 0.011-0.239 in this particular case.
12 With scores statistically normalized in order to minimize the differences between the four endings, we get very similar results: the effect of onset is F (51, 7904) = 149, η 2 = 0.503 and the effect of the ineraction of onset and ending is F (3, 7904) = 0.066, η 2 = 0.056.
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ZSUZSANNA BÁRKÁNYI In the remaining part of this section we will discuss tested consonant sequences by type, paying special attention to sonority reversal sequences and will use the arbitrary labels 'well accepted' for the top 25%, 'accepted' for the second quarter, 'on the verge of acceptability' for the third 25% and 'rejected' for the bottom quarter.
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Singletons
The following singletons appeared in the experiment: [r], m, [ñ] and [dz] . The first two are typical end-point clusters whose type frequency is high (within the first ten according to ShDSL), 13 and as expected, speakers rank them high; these are the only two onsets that have a score over 6.
[ñ] figured in the experiment because palatals are cross-linguistically less frequent but in Slovak [ñ] is a frequent word-initial onset as the negation of verbs occurs by adding the prefix ne-to the verb in question (dať 'give' nedať 'not to give'), and is ranked high in our experiment, too.
[dz] on the other hand, occurs once in ShDSL word-initially and it is in the word zeta, the name of the Greek letter, that is to say, although [dz] is an existing Slovak consonant it does not occur word-initially in the native vocabulary. 14 As we can see in (4), speakers feel that the lack of word-initial [dz] in Slovak is a lexical accident, it is well accepted. 15 The following questions arise, though: why do people rank [r]-initial words higher than m-initial (or p[r]-initial words) and why do these words not receive a top score? It seems that people are reluctant to give non-words a top score even if they are perfectly well-formed with a frequent, canonical pattern. 16 It could be illuminating to make speakers rank existing words according to how "typical sounding" they are. We might receive the same hierarchy as with non-words but with higher actual scores. A possible explanation is that [r] is a more frequent word-initial onset in Slovak than m, which would be a clearly lexical effect and tells us nothing about the onset grammar of Slovak.
Two (and three)-consonant clusters

Rising sonority sequences
Stop + (non-homorganic) liquid sequences are generally considered the most typical, least marked two-consonant onset clusters. This is borne 13 The type frequency of initial onset clusters in ShDSL, which was used as training data in the modeling experiment as well, can be found in the Appendix. 14 There are dialects where a d before e and i palatalizes to [dz] is a more frequent initial onset), it might just be a random effect, a task related phenomenon inevitable in non-word testing. The difference between the two clusters is statistically not significant (we performed independent t-tests).
Contrary to most Indo-European languages, in Slovak no true antihomorganicity requirement is observable on word-initial coronal clusters, tl and dl are attested-with a type frequency of 26 and 16, respectively, in ShDSL-and well accepted onsets, which is mirrored by our speakers' judgments: dl scored 5.166. We do not find labial onset sequences word-initially in Slovak, though. Pauliny simply lists a handful of stop + sonorant clusters, with labial clusters among them, which do not occur in his corpus, but does not give a principled explanation for their absence. We think that a sequence of homorganic non-coronal consonants in the onset are disfavoured in Slovak. According to our informants the unattested pv is on the verge of acceptability (2.618). It violates an OCPplace constraint, at the same time it might get some support from other attested stop + sonorant sequences in the lexicon like pl, pn, tv, kv, etc., which are well-formed word-initial clusters in Slovak, on the one hand, as well as from homorganic tl and dl, on the other.
Obstruent + obstruent sequences
The most common O + O onset clusters in Slovak, in accordance with universal patterns, are sibilant + stop sequences. Note that s/z is a preposition and a verbal prefix in this language and as such it can form a cluster with almost any consonant (except s, z and [S], [Z] ). Here we refer to sibilant + stop + [r]/l sequences, too, as these are cross-linguistically the most frequent three-consonant word-initial clusters and they are decomposible to the unmarked sibilant + stop and stop + liquid clusters. These sequences are ranked high by speakers, with the voiced sequence zbl receiving a somewhat lower score than voiceless s + stop clusters (st [r] and [S]p).
Sibilant + fricative clusters are typologically more marked but they are well-attested in Slovak and the tested onsets (s[x] and z [H] ) fall into the 'well accepted' and 'accepted' region in accordance with the universal implicational hierarchy saying that the existence of fricative + fricative sequences in a language implies the existence of fricative + stop clusters (see Morelli 1999 and the references therein). The voiced sequence receives a somewhat lower score despite the fact that it has more occurrences in the corpus. The relative markedness of voiced fricatives as opposed to voiceless ones can be viewed as a grammatical effect and is aerodynamically motivated because the production of friction noise and voicing involves conflicting aerodynamic requirements (see Shadle 1985 and Stevens et al. 1992 for more details). The longer the fricative (cluster) the more difficult its realization is compared to the voiceless fricative (cluster).
If the first fricative is not a sibilant, the judgment of the cluster deteriorates in accordance with cross-linguistic tendencies. (Similarly to s/z, f/v is also a preposition and a verbal prefix in Slovak, so the type frequency of f/v + C clusters is high in the language.) The at- In this test we included the following attested stop + stop clusters:-the number in brackets shows the type frequency of the cluster in the training corpus-kt (12), tk (8) and bd (1); and we also included the unattested onset pt. Interestingly, speakers did not rate these clusters in accordance with their type-frequency or whether they are attested or unattested, but according to their "well-formedness" on perceptual grounds. Although this point is in need of further research, it seems that a non-coronal stop followed by a coronal is a "better" cluster than a coronal stop followed by a non-coronal. There is evidence that labial closure may precede coronal closure, hiding the coronal gesture and resulting in a labial only percept (Browman-Goldstein 1990) . We assume that this finding can be extended to velars as well. Byrd (1996) shows that gestural overlap in coronal-labial stop clusters is greater than in labialcoronal clusters, and Byrd (1992) used articulatory synthesis to show that a completely articulated alveolar stop is not perceived by listeners if it is substantially overlapped by a velar stop. In our study the sequences kt, pt and bd have the average ranking of 3.842-3.645 and fall into the 'accepted' range, while tk gets only 2.757 points being on the verge of acceptability.
It is generally assumed (see, e.g., Morelli 1999) that the existence of stop + stop clusters in a language implies the existence of stop + fricative clusters. This is also borne out in Slovak since the latter are slightly more frequent in the language than stop + stop clusters, with ps (29) being the "best" and t [x] (1) the "worst". Note that except for t [x] C 2 in all such attested clusters is a sibilant, so we might assume a constraint in Slovak which demands the second member of such clusters to be a sibilant. The experiment contained the attested sequences ps and t [x] as well as the unattested sequence kf. Speakers consider ps (4.355) well-acceptable, t [x] is accepted, while kf (2.539) is on the verge. In light of these results we should say that the fewer the tokens on the basis of which speakers could generalize the more the importance of the actual occurrences in the lexicon grows.
In this section we must mention another absolutely ill-formed cluster in the experiment: [é]g which was rejected by speakers (1.671). Slovak does not allow palatal + C sequences monomorphemically. There are some morphologically complex forms like Pe [c] o 'Pete' → Pe [c] k o 'Pete diminutive', but word-initial clusters with a C 1 palatal are excluded. This has a historical explanation and seems to be an active synchronic constraint in the language. Coronal palatals in Slovak are the result of palatalization by a palatal vowel (e, i or [j] in diphthongs). At the same time when yerdropping could have created such clusters a depalatalization occurred in these clusters (there are a few exceptions with l, for example ľnúť all mentioned in the Introduction). Remember that a lone [ñ] was well accepted by our speakers.
m + C clusters
We discuss m initial onsets separately, not within the group of sonority reversal clusters because they seem to pattern with obstruent-initial clusters rather than sonorant-initial clusters. This asymmetrical behavior of m is not unique to Slovak or Western Slavic languages-see, for instance, Rowicka (1999) on Polish. Van der Torre (2003) gives evidence that Dutch m patterns with obstruents. He gives a Government Phonological representation to explain why m is more consonantal, i.e., is a stronger licenser than n. It is also observed-by Botma and Smith (2007) on the basis of Maddieson (1984) -that voiceless nasals are more likely to be bilabial, or in implicational terms, if a language has a voiceless coronal or velar nasal, it will also have a voiceless labial nasal. Maddieson (1984) reports a similar pattern for breathy voiced nasals. Zuraw (2007, 281) Returning to m-initial clusters in the present experiment, if for the moment we assume that m is an obstruent, the results reflect universal tendencies: the m + liquid cluster (ml) is ranked highest (5.132), the m + nasal cluster (mn) has less counts in the corpus and gets a lower score; m + voiced obstruent clusters follow: mzd, mz and md with the last one on the verge of acceptability. Note that only mzd is actually attested in Slovak with a type frequency of 1. Those clusters in which the obstruent does not agree with m in voicing (ms, mst and mst [r] ) are ranked even lower (2.678-2.477) still being on the verge of acceptability. None of these initial clusters is attested in our corpus, although, some corpora may contain the word msta 'vengeance' that is very obsolete and dialectal, substituted in Modern Slovak by the form pomsta. The fourmember cluster mst [r] is discussed in section 4.3. These results suggest that speakers make their decisions on grammatical grounds.
Sonority reversal clusters
In this section we will discuss sonority reversal clusters and sonority plateau clusters consisting of two sonorants, except for m + C clusters, which are dealt with in section 4.2.3. Sonority plateau clusters starting with a coronal sonorant (nr, rn) are ranked quite low (2.803-2.684), they are on the verge of acceptability. The only sonority reversal cluster in this group is lm as long as we classify m as an obstruent. None of these clusters exists in the language. True sonority reversal clusters (nz, nd, lk, nm, ns, [r]p and lp[r] ) are rejected by speakers (2.204-1.645). Recall that the only clusters of this type attested in Slovak and included in the test material are lk and lp. These results suggest that not only forms that are perfectly well-formed can exist in a language. Forms that are more offending, forms that native speakers reject as possible words in their language can persist (for instance, due to 'historical accidents' like the creation of clusters through the loss of yers). These combinations, however, are more unstable, more likely to change: ľnúť 'stick to' and ľpieť 'stick to' are in modern colloquial Slovak substituted by lipnúť 'stick to'; mša 'mass' is used as omša, msta 'vengeance' became pomsta (the prefix was borrowed from the perfective verbal form pomstiť 'to avenge'), rmútiť 'to grieve' disappeared and smútiť 'to grieve' took its place. Further examples from the history of Slovak are rvať 'to fight' which became ruvať ; mgla 'fog' through the form mlha (which could have survived with a syllabic l) evolved with a metathesis into hmla; although the form mdloba 'loss of consciousness' persists in the language, the verbal pair mdlieť ∼ omdlievať 'to faint perf. ∼ imperf.' became omdlieť ∼ omdlievať. The word ľstivý 'false' is documented from the 17th century on and is an attested word to date. The cluster #l[Z] appears three times in our corpus in the words lživý 'mendacious', lžidemokracia 'false democracy' and lžimorálka 'false moral'. According to HDSL lživý is well documented from the 15th century on. This seems to be the 'best' sonority reversal cluster in Slovak. ShDSL considers the form lkať 'cry' poetic, according to HDSL it is a Czech word documented only in the 18th century. What is the actual realization of l in sonority reversal clusters? We could not find any reliable phonetic accounts of the realization of l in this position. We suspect that in spontaneous speech on those rare occasions when these words occur in an utterance-initial position, it varies to a great extent. The spectrograms in (8), overleaf, show the pronunciation of the word ľstivá 'false.fem.' by the same speaker in utterance-initial position. In (8a) the liquid is pronounced as a true sonorant, in (8b) a short prevoicing is observable before the sibilant, the traces of an l gesture which is practically unperceivable. In (8c) we can see a realization where the violating liquid is deleted. The last cluster of this type in our corpus is rmut 'fruit pomace', a technical term according to ShDSL, which does not appear in HDSL.
Three and four-consonant onsets
The only three-member clusters that have not been discussed in the previous sections are ktv, tkl, gd [r] , ktk and bd [Ã] . The latter two are ruled out by the onset grammar of Slovak which does not allow three-obstruent clusters and as expected are unanimously rejected by speakers. The standard deviation in the case of ktk is 0.703, for bd[Ã] 0.576, while for two-member obstruent clusters it is much higher (kt 1.583). This is because their judgment is almost categorical, they get the score of 1 or 2. The unattested cluster ktv is decomposable to kt (12) and tv (24) and also reinforced by the attested clusters tkl (1) and tkv (1). Speakers consider both unattested ktv and attested tkl being on the verge of acceptability, with tkl ranked somewhat higher. Note, however, that unattested cluster gd [r] (2.849) is rated higher than attested tkl which is probably due to d [r] being an absolutely canonical word-initial sequence (gd is not attested but acceptable in this position).
All four-consonant onsets in Slovak fit into the labial + sibilant + stop + sonorant template. The vast majority of these words contain the prefixes v/[f] + s, z or the complex prefix vz/[fs], which is followed by a 'regular' branching onset. Two exceptions are pstruh 'trout' and p[S]tros 'ostrich', which do not start with a prefix but also conform to the above mentioned template. Speakers indeed rated non-existent bzd [r] which fits into the four-member cluster template considerably higher (3.257) than the unattested and non-fitting sequence k 
Summary
In this section we presented experimental data from 38 native speakers of Slovak on the acceptability of word-initial onset clusters. Those cases are especially interesting which are cross-linguistically marked but attested in Slovak, or else which are absent even in Slovak. We saw that in some cases speakers' judgments even of unattested forms can be captured by grammatical constraints (which are based on phonetic facts), like in the case of stop + stop sequences or fricative-initial clusters. In other cases morphology clearly plays a role (three-member fricative-initial clusters). Yet in other cases it seems that speakers' judgments are based on what is attested in the lexicon (stop + fricative clusters). These two "forces" (grammar and lexicon) are, naturally, closely related since phonotactically unmarked forms generally outnumber marked ones. It is surprising that speakers rank [dz] so high. Our findings on sonority reversal clusters are especially interesting because they suggest that Slovak "happens to have" these highly offending clusters, but is slowly "repairing" them, that is to say, they exist in the language, but speakers reject them. Let us now proceed to the modeling of these results.
Modeling experimental data
Much research focuses on the issue of gradient intuitions in generative linguistics (see, for instance, Hayes-Wilson 2008 and the references therein). The question is not whether we find gradience because we do. Even where only binary responses are allowed, when averaged across speakers, gradient well-formedness judgments are achieved. The question is how this relates to the phonotactic grammar.
We can still maintain the idea that the grammar is categorical: gradience comes from performance, and it is a task-related phenomenon. Grammar describes what is possible and what is not, whereas in a blick test-when speakers are tested on the well-formedness of nonce words-speakers rather judge what is probable, or more precisely how probable a sequence is. (Schütze 1996 discusses the issue in detail.) At the other extreme of this range we find the approach according to which there is no grammar. The acceptability of novel words relies solely on the lexicon, that is, on support from existing words (e.g., Greenberg-Jenkins 1964; Ohala-Ohala 1986) . Speakers try to recognize novel words as real words, and their judgments depend on how much support these words get from the lexicon, so their intuitions are extracted from the data only. It is very difficult (if not impossible) to experimentally differentiate between these two views, since decision-making in both cases relies exclusively on the lexicon.
It is also plausible that grammar itself is gradient (e.g., ColemanPierrehumbert 1997; Frisch et al. 2000; Albright-Hayes 2003, etc.) . So gradient grammaticality judgments reflect gradient grammaticality intuitions, that is to say, a gradient grammar. There is extensive literature on both the "lexicon-only" (second approach) and "phonotactic knowledge" (third approach) models, but few works contrast the two. Bailey and Hahn (2001) explicitly contrast the two approaches and conclude that lexical influences play a bigger role in sequence typicality than phonotactic probabilities. Albright (2006) , on the other hand, concludes after comparing two lexical, three sequential and a "hybrid" model on two sets of phonotactic well-formedness judgment data, those of Bailey-Hahn (2001) and Albright-Hayes (2003) , that "gradient acceptability reflects knowledge about the relative probability of different combinations of natural classes, not knowledge of words directly" (Albright 2006, 12) .
The models that are compared to experimental data in the present paper are the Hayes-Wilson Phonotactic Learner (Hayes-Wilson 2008) , which is a "phonotactic model", and the Generalized Neighborhood Model 17 by Bailey and Hahn, which is a "lexical model". We chose these two models to contrast our experimental data with because they are both fairly recent, well-elaborated models, which were available to us, they are both designed to model gradient phonotactic intuitions, but represent opposing approaches to gradient phonological judgments: the Hayes-Wilson learner is a phonotactic model, while GNM is a lexicononly model. Both models use features and natural classes defined by those features. We fed both models with the same segment inventory and feature matrix. 18 The feature matrix we used is based on Pauliny (1979) and Rubach (1993) with smaller changes. The most important change, and the least standard feature matrix, is provided for [v] . It is adopted from Padgett (2002) who introduces the feature [wide]-relying on phonetic facts-to explain the special behavior of v in Russian. This segment shows a similar double-faced phonological behavior in Slovak as well (for details refer to Bárkányi-Kiss 2010) so we assume that it is best analyzed as [+son, −wide] in this language, too. The total number of natural classes is controlled for by using both contrastive and privative underspecification as in Hayes-Wilson (2008) .
We, obviously, do not want to claim that these are definitely the best or only available algorithms suitable for modeling phonotactic grammars.
We leave it open for further research to try other models on our data.
The Hayes-Wilson Phonotactic Learner
We will not go into (mathematical or computational) details about the models; we just give a brief summary here. The interested reader is referred to the original papers. HWPL comes up with grammars that are composed of numerically weighted constraints, and the well-formedness of an output is formalized as a probability determined by the weighted sum of its constraint violations. The constraints are selected according to an inductive constraint-finding algorithm. Constraints are free to refer to all the featural, structural and other distinctions made by the representations, and thus permit multiple overlapping characterizations of 17 An implemented version of the latter was kindly provided to us by Adam Albright.
18 The training data and the feature matrix used in the simulations can be found in the appendix, together with the 25 most important constraints that HWPL comes up with (note that this is not the order of discovery).
phonological forms, so it is the natural classes determined by the features, rather than the features themselves that determine the content of a constraint. The learner only learns Markedness constraints; inputs do not play a role. The system selects constraints in order of generality. Shorter constraints are treated as more general. There is a trade-off between the size of the constraint (which is usually set to refer to 2 or 3 natural classes) and specificity. In this study the learner was set to learn a grammar with 200 constraints and refer to 3 natural classes. The learner makes use of contrastive underspecification and is allowed to refer to the complementation operator as well. Contrary to Hayes and Wilson (2008) , though, we found that it did a better job on the Slovak data without referring to complement classes. The procedure of constraint weighting is an iterated hill-climbing search, designed to maximize the probability of the learning data. It is computed according to the principle of maximum entropy. The search is determined at each stage by calculating a local gradient based on the difference between the observed value and the expected value for each constraint. The observed value is determined by inspection of the learning data, while the expected value is calculated based on the grammar already learnt. The complete process of learning alternates between constraint selection and constraint weighting. When a new constraint is selected, all constraints are reweighted. The learning algorithm ends when the search fails to return a new constraint at the least stringent accuracy level, or when the grammar reaches the stipulated grammar size (as in our case). Since constraint selection is stochastic in this model, the learner learns a slightly different grammar at each run. We ran the learner five times with these settings (and present here one as an example), but the predictions it made when tested with the onsets from the experiment was basically identical in all the cases.
The Generalized Neighborhood Model
The standard measure of sequence typicality in lexical models is based on the notion of lexical neighborhoods, which relies on the single phoneme edit distance (Luce 1986) . By this metric, a neighbor is any word that can be derived by substituting, deleting, or inserting a single phoneme, and the number of such neighbors is the neighborhood density of an item. Although this is a crude approximation, it has been successful in the study of lexical processing. This procedure, however, fails to take similarity between phonemes into account. Furthermore, it has a sharp cutoff, simply ignoring all words outside the single phoneme edit distance. In order to overcome these problems, Bailey and Hahn adapt Nosofsky's (1986) Generalized Context Model (GCM) in which neighbors vary on a continuous scale of similarity. Instead of imposing a sharp distinction between neighbors and non-neighbors, all relevant items are neighbors to some degree, and the model categorizes novel exemplars based on their aggregate similarity to sets of existing exemplars. In GNM the degree of lexical support for a novel word is proportional to the weighted sum of the perceptual similarities of the novel word to each existing word. The distance between novel and existing words is calculated by finding their minimum string edit distance, which involves finding the optimal alignment between the segments of the novel word and the existing word, combining the best pairing of phonetically similar segments and the fewest possible insertions and deletions. Phonetic similarity is assessed with a metric based on natural classes (Frisch et al. 2004) ; the model counts the number of shared and unshared natural classes of two phonemes. The value it returns ranges from 0 for identical phonemes to 1 for phonemes that have no features in common, so are totally dissimilar. This variant of GNM gives no credit for shared phonemes in different word positions (so stick and ticks are no more similar than trick and ticks).
The relative cost of insertions and deletions compared to substitutions is determined empirically by post hoc fitting. The authors claim that several costs were computed and 0.7 was chosen because it gave the best fit to the oral word-likeness data they gathered. This parameter was left untouched in our simulations, although the task of matching entire words is different from this more restricted task of matching only consonant clusters. If this value is too low, even quite dissimilar consonants may get support from each other. This could be the reason why
[dz] is ranked so high by GNM-see section 5.3. On the other hand, if the insertion/deletion cost is too high, it is difficult for long clusters to get support from shorter ones (e.g., str from st, tr). This might be a reason of why three-and four-consonant clusters were underestimated in the simulation.
As token frequency has been found important in a wide range of lexical tasks, a frequency-weighing term is incorporated into the similarity equation as a quadratic function of the log token frequency of a given word, in this way GNM is able to capture both monotonic and non-monotonic frequency effects. The authors claim that the influence of a lexical neighbor is an inverted-U-shaped function of its token frequency. This means that most frequent and very infrequent forms contribute less, while middle frequency forms contribute most to determining similarity. The exact shape of the frequency effect must be determined by post hoc fitting. This, however, is not used in the present study for two reasons. Firstly, we could not find a good frequency dictionary or database of Slovak; secondly, Hayes and Wilson (2008) , as well as Albright (2009), achieved better results in modeling phonotactic judgments if token frequency was not taken into account.
GNM has several free parameters, but the authors claim that "the extra complexity of the GNM is justified to the extent that it provides a better explanation for empirical data" (Bailey-Hahn 2001, 573) . This makes the model somewhat difficult to test on empirical data, and with the use of "default" settings the model does not necessarily return the best-case performance, which might be a worry in this case, too. The coefficients A, B and C that are used in the quadratic equation for taking token frequency into account are turned off in the version we used (A and B are set to 0 and C is 1). The coefficient D is basically responsible for the "sensitivity" of the model, meaning how quickly the influence of less similar items drops off. In several runs, we found that the best-fit value of this parameter for our data was 2.
Discussion of modeling results
In (9) we show the performance of HWPL when contrasted with the results from our experiment on Slovak onsets: r = .886, r 2 = 785. In (10) we can see the performance of GNM: r = .682, r 2 = 466.
It is noteworthy that the strongest constraint referring to initial consonant sequences in Slovak that the Hayes-Wilson Phonotactic Learner comes up with is the prohibition on coronal sonorants as first members in a consonant cluster despite the 8 observed forms in the training data, which is in accordance with speakers' intuition about sonority reversal clusters. HWPL, however, assigns 1 to all canonical clusters and does not capture the differences between unmarked clusters we observed in people's judgments. This weakness of the model is due to the fact that it is biased towards generality, and it is compensated with its ability to perform fairly well on unattested and low type-frequency clusters. This learner seems to overestimate fricative-initial clusters. We found this out by fitting the model's predictions to subjects' ratings and calculated the residuals. We have no explanation for this. It does not discover the fourconsonant "template" either, this is not so surprising, though, since the model was set to discover constraints of three natural classes. The fact that [dz]-"q" in (9) and (10)-is underestimated is understandable; it is more surprising that speakers rank it so high despite the fact that it occurs only in a single foreign word. The model's fairly good performance on attested and unattested marked clusters suggests that a learner which employs features and natural classes gives a reasonable approximation of how subjects generalize to novel items (involving both attested and unattested sequences).
Looking at the scatter plot in (10) we can see that GNM captures the hierarchy between well-formed clusters, a point where HWPL fails, and ranks even [dz] really high as native speakers did. Probably it gets support from [Ń] whose type frequency in our corpus is 293 and z with a type frequency of 1777. GNM, however, fails to differentiate between marked clusters as can be seen on the bottom left of the figure in (10), it considerably overestimates sonority reversal clusters (as these get some support from the lexicon) and [Ń]z and [é]g which are rejected by speakers and ranked low by HWPL. All the clusters this model overestimates contain a phonotactic violation which GNM cannot encode. We can also state that GNM does not "discover" the four-consonant template, and in general, it cannot deal with three-consonant clusters either, which might partly be a problem of parameter setting as mentioned in 5.2 and again the model's inability of encoding the phonotactic restrictions referring to three-consonant sequences. However, even if we disregard long onsets, it is obvious that the model cannot differentiate between marked and illegal forms, especially in those cases when the cluster is unattested because it cannot encode phonotactic violations, a finding very similar to that in Albright (2009) . It seems that the two models represent different ways of judging the well-formedness of onset sequences, both of which are reflected in speakers' ratings.
A multiple regression model reveals that if both HWPL and GNM are combined we get numerically an even better fit to the Slovak data (r = .903, r 2 = .816) Our findings are in accordance with Shademan (2007) who claims that acceptability ratings are the result of grammatical and analogical mechanisms acting together, with grammar being stronger. She also suggests that real word fillers bias speakers to a processing mode where the lexicon plays a more important role. Albright (2009) could not replicate this effect. In our experiment no real words appeared so speakers were not biased to the analogical or lexical mode of processing even if such bias exists.
Conclusions
We are aware that the theoretical interpretation of gradient well-formedness judgments remains controversial, and do not want to take strong positions on whether such judgments are based solely on the knowledge of the lexicon, or solely on phonotactic grammar. It seems that both contribute probably with grammar being more important, so the knowledge of the relative probability of various combinations of natural classes have more influence on phonotactic judgments than simply the knowledge of words in the lexicon. We saw that with a gradient grammatical model based on phonological features and natural classes we can account for much of the data.
We have demonstrated that speakers do have intuitions about unattested grammatical forms as well as attested but marginal ones. We have also seen that forms on the verge of grammaticality that are rated low by native speakers and are rated low by a phonotactic model-like sonority reversal clusters in Slovak-can exist in a language but are prone to change.
